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QUESTION 1

Which Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence subject area should you use to build an online custom port that shows
the number of orchestration orders for a selected orchestration process status? 

A. Distributed Order Orchestration ?Order Lines Real Time 

B. Distributed Order Orchestration ?Fulfillment Lines Real Time 

C. Distributed Order Orchestration ?Process Instances Real Time 

D. Distributed Order Orchestration ?Process Instances 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the transformation type in which a transactional item attribute is used for transforming a product. The
transformation may be added to the existing product or replace the product on the sales order for a CTO item. 

A. Attribute to Product 

B. Product to Product 

C. Context to Product 

D. Attribute to Attribute 

Correct Answer: A 

An attribute-to-product transformation uses transactional attributes to transform an attribute to an item number. It can
add the transformation to an existing item or replace the item that the source order references. Assume your company
receives orders for an MP3 player that includes a Color attribute and a Size attribute, and that you must use a
combination of these attributes to reference an item number. In the following example, a transformation rule transforms
the Color and Size attributes of the Mini Plus item to the VIS481 item. Order Management displays VIS481 on the order
line. 

 

QUESTION 3

In the Cloud Order Management system, identify the function performed by the External Interface Layer. 

A. It manages the communication between Order Management and external or internal fulfillment systems. 

B. It sends information to downstream fulfillment systems, and interprets responses and updates from those systems. 

C. It receives information from upstream order capture systems, sends information to downstream fulfillment systems,
and interprets responses and updates from those systems. 

D. It imports orders and processes them to fulfillment lines before assigning them to fulfillment systems. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which four options apply to the "Lead Time" mode? (Choose four.) 

A. Lead time can be specified in multiple ways. 

B. The item is promised on the requested date irrespective of availability. 

C. Calendars and transit time constraints are respected. 

D. No supply availability search is performed. 

E. The order promising engine does not generate any pegging. 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The orchestration process fulfillment task is performed by an external system and you need to register the connector to
integrate the non-Fusion system. 

Which two steps would you perform to invoke the external connector service endpoint URL? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new web service connector to register the endpoint URL. 

B. Create a new fulfillment task service to register the endpoint URL. 

C. Create a new routing rule for the fulfillment task to call the endpoint URL. 

D. Create a new routing rule for the fulfillment task to call the connector. 

Correct Answer: AD 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/fusionapps.1111/e20386/F476421AN2E51E.htm 
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